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Foreword
United States counterterrorism (CT) forces have been employed in Afghanistan since
October 2001. Over the past decade, the CT force profile and method of operating have evolved.
Historically, says the author, the CT force was a secretive organization that did little to directly
assist conventional battlespace owners (BSOs) operating in a shared counterinsurgency (COIN)
environment; today, the CT force overtly supports BSOs, from the Commander, International
Security Assistance Force (COMISAF) to the many dispersed battalion commanders operating
throughout Afghanistan. According to the author, the CT force’s evolution was born of necessity. As the battlespace became more complex and conventional forces controlled large tracts
of land, ensuring operations were mutually supporting aided if not guaranteed the CT force’s
freedom of action (FOA); conversely, operations that were not fully coordinated routinely inhibited the CT force’s FOA.
In January 2009, the CT force aggressively revamped its method of operating in Afghanistan
to provide unprecedented support to BSO and consequently guarantee FOA for the CT force.
This study seeks to ensure the unclassified lessons amassed are captured and ideally learned,
trained, rehearsed and implemented.
This paper was chosen as the winner of the 2012 AUSA/Army Capabilities Integration
Center (ARCIC) writing contest.

					Gordon R. Sullivan
					General, U.S. Army Retired
					President, Association of the United States Army
17 September 2012
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Irregular Warfare: Counterterrorism Forces
in Support of Counterinsurgency Operations
A decade of continuous conflict and employment has highlighted the value of Special
Operation Forces [SOF] and has also shown the necessity of Special Operations
Forces working in a complementary fashion with General Purpose Forces and allied
forces. The synergistic effects of U.S. SOF working with partners of all types cannot be
overstated—or overlooked.
Admiral William H. McRaven1
Introduction
On 19 October 2001, a joint special operations task force parachuted onto Objective Rhino,
a remote desert landing strip southwest of Kandahar, Afghanistan.2 This was the overt insertion
of counterterrorism (CT) forces into the country.3 For the next seven years the CT force operated
in the shadows, protecting information about all facets of its organization and operations from
U.S. and coalition forces as vigorously and competently as it protected that information from the
enemies it targeted. Despite the innate culture of secrecy that permeated early CT force operations, the counterinsurgency operating environment demanded greater transparency if the CT
force was to sustain effects or achieve the increased effects desired.4 The CT force aggressively
responded to the environment and dramatically and continuously increased internal and external
coordination and cooperation in order to increase its freedom of action—ability to operate—and
achieve sought effects. This effort will focus on unclassified actions taken by the CT force to
increase its freedom of action and thus effects in two very different counterinsurgency operating environments—Afghanistan and Iraq. Generic inferences will illuminate, and ideally help
preserve, the CT force efforts and lessons without compromising ongoing efforts and effects.
“Counterterrorism force” is a purposefully generic term that will be used throughout this
paper to discuss United States Special Operations Command’s (USSOCOM’s) counterterrorism forces. The sub-units that comprise the CT force do not warrant identification in this forum
and that information would add nothing to the narrative. It is relevant to acknowledge that as a
unified command, USSOCOM is a joint headquarters responsible for:
approximately 57,000 active duty, Reserve and National Guard Soldiers, Sailors,
Airmen, Marines and [Department of Defense] civilians assigned to the headquarters,
its four components and one sub-unified command. USSOCOM’s components are U.S.
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Army Special Operations Command (USASOC), Naval Special Warfare Command
(NAVSPECWARCOM), Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC) and
Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command (MARSOC). The Joint Special
Operations Command (JSOC) is a USSOCOM sub-unified command.5
Further, USSOCOM develops special operations strategy, doctrine and tactics and, as directed by the Unified Command Plan, is responsible for synchronizing Department of Defense
(DoD) plans against global terrorist networks. USSOCOM receives, reviews, coordinates and
prioritizes all DoD plans that support the global campaign against terror. Among special operations forces core activities are counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operations.6
Terrorism and CT, as defined by Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary
of Military and Associated Terms, allow very local entities to be classified as terrorists and
possibly requiring attention from a CT force. Conversely, a decade of conflict lent experiences
to the U.S. government and U.S. military that have been used to inform U.S. national security
strategy documents and joint doctrine development and updates. The U.S. national security
apparatus has acknowledged that CT forces, special operations forces and conventional forces
have a role in irregular warfare—of which CT is one of five principle activities. CT operations
are no longer an exclusive domain for a single national CT force but also a requirement for
special operations forces and conventional forces.7
Irregular Warfare
Irregular threats are adaptive state or nonstate adversaries such as terrorists, insurgents and
criminal networks that resort to irregular forms of warfare to challenge conventional military
powers. As articulated in the Irregular Warfare Joint Operating Concept (IW JOC), the U.S.
Joint Force approach to countering irregular threats is to prevent, deter, disrupt and defeat irregular threats, with prevention being the primary focus of the effort. The IW JOC identifies five
principle activities or operations—counterterrorism (CT), unconventional warfare (UW), foreign
internal defense (FID), counterinsurgency (COIN) and stability operations (SO)—that are undertaken in sequence, in parallel or in a blended form to coherently address irregular threats.8
Strategy and doctrine documents are clear about the need for a whole-of-government approach, integration of all elements of national power, interagency inclusiveness, collaboration
with partners of many types and unifying efforts to deal with irregular threats and to counter
terrorism.9 The National Defense Strategy states:
We will continue to work to improve understanding and harmonize best practices
amongst interagency partners. This must happen at every level from Washington, DCbased headquarters to the field.10
There seems to be wide recognition and acknowledgment that each department and agency
relies on the others to accomplish varied missions and that there are no independent actors
achieving national objectives in isolation.11 Directives to coordinate, cooperate, complement
and integrate efforts permeate the national strategy documents.12 However, there is an obvious
absence of directives or inferences for the military services to work together. This leads to the
assumption that the President, the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff understand that U.S. military forces are inextricably integrated—“joint”—and that the
focus of strategic documents has shifted to discussing the “whole of government” or “whole of
nation” approach, which demands greater interagency and greater multinational cooperation;
many references to partners, allies and coalitions are included in the strategy documents.13
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If the assumption holds that the U.S. military is joint, a subset of the joint force—the CT
force—should be examined. The SOCOM CT force is a joint force that routinely operates as
a joint special operations task force; however, the CT force also has an impressive history of
excelling as an insular force. Only recently did the CT force recognize the need to be more
transparent and to be an overt team member if it is to gain, maintain and even increase its
freedom of action throughout COIN operating environments. Specific CT force commanders
and interagency leaders were key to increasing the transparency and team play of their respective insular organizations.14
One of the first culture changes occurred within the CT force when historically stovepiped and competitive units were directed to complement (and perhaps compliment) the others’
efforts. War facilitated this directive as, for the first time in its history, the CT force had more
requirements than it had forces to address the requirements. The competition to get into the
fight dissipated and the command sought to maximize CT force efficiency and effectiveness as
requirements for effects quickly outstripped CT force capacity. Internally, the insular CT force
noted the expanded effects achieved when all CT force units sought complementary effects. The
CT force quickly achieved maximum efficiency and effectiveness and then focused externally
to increase the size, competency (speed) and effects of the entire CT team. Increasing the team
size required diplomacy and sincerity to allay concerns of the insular internal team members
and to attract skeptical external members to the newly constructed “big tent.”15 The CT force
did not waver from offering greater transparency and quickly noted the synergy attained by
allowing more players onto the team; CT force effects increased exponentially. These efforts
are accurately captured in General Stanley A. McChrystal’s article “It Takes a Network”16 and
Eric Schmitt and Thom Shanker’s book, Counterstrike: The Untold Story of America’s Secret
Campaign Against Al Qaeda.17
The CT force created a network of unprecedented effectiveness. It simultaneously operated
in multiple theaters and achieved unequalled successes in each. The CT force increased its tools
and forces and continuously improved its tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs). The CT
force was a learning organization that prided itself on its disciplined and extensive after-action
review procedures that not only cataloged lessons from each operation but disseminated and
incorporated them, and thus continuously bettered itself through critical review. Classified statistics tell a story of steadily increasing effectiveness by all metrics.
Despite its comparatively light footprint and a restrictive mandate, the CT force’s numerous unheralded successes contributed directly to unhinging al Qaeda from Afghanistan and to
the initial defeat of the Taliban.18 Then in early 2003, Iraq became the CT force’s main effort
and Afghanistan transitioned to a supporting or secondary effort. In the Iraqi theater, the CT
force’s size, responsibilities and effects expanded far beyond their previous capabilities.19 The
learned CT force defeated al Qaeda in Iraq, where it dramatically contributed to conventional
force successes as well.20
It was in Iraq that the CT force became a catalyst for unprecedented interagency cooperation
and interservice coordination.21 The CT force was, and remains, secretive out of necessity. Yet
its need to protect information does not detract from the value of its hard-earned lessons, which
are routinely shared throughout the services to improve the overall operation of the United
States military. Aspects of its increased transparency and cooperation with conventional forces
conducting COIN operations played an integral role in the military’s overall organizational
growth.22 The evolution of the CT force’s methods of operation—TTPs—drove its success. Its
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targeting process—known as Find, Fix, Finish, Exploit and Analyze (F3EA)—was continuously refined. New technologies and additional resources, including enhanced communication,
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR), analytical tools and analysts, enhanced the
F3EA process.23 Information sharing within the military—between the CT forces and conventional forces—increased, and conventional force assets and capabilities were brought to bear
on the problem sets and targets facing the CT force.24 In short, greater cooperation yielded more
effective battlefield results. The process demonstrated that complementing operations were
more effective than unilateral operations conducted by CT or conventional forces.25
Irregular Warfare – Afghanistan
Iraq remained the CT force’s main effort until 2010, when the CT force realigned and
Afghanistan again emerged as the main effort with Iraq devolving to a secondary effort. In
Afghanistan, the CT force and interagency coordination once again evolved significantly. The
CT force was a team-building organization with recent team-building successes. The CT force
broke down internal barriers to improve CT force effects.26 It proactively brought supporting
agencies onto the team and into the tent, where complementary and synergistic effects were
realized.27 But the CT force initially struggled to expand the team concept to the conventional
forces or general-purpose forces, known as battlespace owners (BSOs)—the forces that conduct
COIN operations and are responsible for holding and operating in a set geographic area; this
was especially so in Afghanistan. At the direction of the CT force commander, unprecedented
transparency was afforded to the BSOs. The CT force addressed the BSOs’ concerns and target
sets and shared intelligence, exploitation and other assets. The BSOs provided much-needed
conventional support and human intelligence, which required local familiarity. Transparency
and coordinated efforts between the CT and COIN forces led to complementary effects and
unprecedented freedom of action for the CT force.28
The Afghan theater illustrates the complexity of CT force and BSO relations and illuminates the CT force’s efforts to increase transparency and ultimately increase effects. In
Afghanistan, the BSO conducts full-spectrum COIN operations, which require the BSO to live
and work amongst the population and, almost without exception, to be partnered with Afghan
National Security Forces (ANSF). Living amongst the population, perhaps with ANSF, and
operating with ANSF amongst the population, allows the BSO to “feel” the operating environment in a way different from that of a raiding force. Increased transparency increased effects
of the CT force and the BSO, which increased freedom of action for both the CT force and
BSO and further increased coalition effects throughout the theater. The road to complementary effects was not fast or without bumps but, once directed by the CT commander, the CT
force embraced the directive and sought to develop and disseminate TTPs that maximized each
force’s strengths.
In early 2009 Admiral William H. McRaven, General McChrystal’s successor as commander of Joint Special Operations Command, maintained continuity of thought and action,
believing that networks defeated networks and team play was integral to strengthening networks. Although Iraq was the CT force main effort, it was apparent the main effort would switch
to Afghanistan in the near future. The CT force commander became increasingly focused on
Afghanistan as he sought to set conditions for realigning his main effort. Although the CT force
had been operating in Afghanistan for eight years, its commander noted that, for a period of
time, some BSOs did more to stymie the CT force’s freedom of action than did the enemy or
the Afghan military or government. A series of events led to a CT commander-directed tactical
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pause and wholesale reevaluation of CT efforts and strategy in Afghanistan. The reevaluation
showed that a lack of transparency with the BSO was a corrosive issue that directly affected
the CT force’s freedom of action.
The CT force commander directed planners to review targeting, BSO coordination, information operations and anything else deemed relevant to maintaining then increasing CT
force freedom of action.29 The planners recommended changes to the CT force’s targeting
methodology, which directly related to BSO coordination and to information operations.
The recommendations were countercultural and evolutionary as they focused on transparency—highlighting that not all CT force information was secret or top secret and that sharing
information would lead to BSO buy-in and support in heretofore unrealized ways.
The CT force strategy was approved in February 2009 and a proof of principle was conducted in spring 2009. CT force elements partnered with a BSO that had recently left the CT
force for conventional force battalion command (in Afghanistan). The personalities were right to
develop and share TTPs that would allow the CT force to quickly pass intelligence, targets and
assets to the BSO and for the BSO to quickly pass information to the CT force. In short order,
the synergistic effect of the BSO’s having access to the CT force intelligence and assets and the
CT force’s access to the knowledge only a population-centric BSO can gather was a model to
be replicated. In addition to F3EA targeting, the CT force was able to leverage the network to
produce exceptionally accurate, relevant and timely information operations (IO) products that
were shared with the BSOs from battalion to International Security Assistance Force (ISAF)
levels. The IO efforts—nonlethal effects—were continuous in the population-centric COIN environment of Afghanistan. The nonlethal effects shaped the environment by providing timely
and accurate information to the BSO, Afghan partners and the Afghan population.
After the proof of principle the CT force, in coordination with ISAF, disseminated the
TTPs and effects to all BSOs. As one example of the synergy attained, in the summer of 2009
a CT element was committed to a BSO area that had experienced 19 U.S. casualties from
improvised explosive devices (IEDs) in a period of three days. In 30 days of synchronized operations, the CT element helped reduce IED events by 90 percent, which dramatically increased
the BSO’s freedom of action and thus its ability to conduct more effective population-centric
COIN operations.30
The CT force continued to evolve and mature. Although the CT force had only a coordinating relationship with the ISAF commander, the CT force commander made it well known that
the CT force was a supporting effort to the ISAF commander and the BSOs. He famously and
routinely stated, “We’ll do windows if that is what it takes to maintain our freedom of action.”31
The overt display of mutual respect for and support of the BSOs dramatically increased the CT
force’s freedom of action. Statistically, the CT force was more precise than any force in the
history of warfare, but that did not preclude all civilian deaths or accusations of civilian deaths.
At those unfortunate times, the support of the BSO, Afghan Security Forces, Afghan government and population was essential to maintaining the CT force’s freedom of action. When
regrettable events occurred, the default setting of the BSO and those Afghans who interacted
with the BSO was not accusatory toward the CT force; rather, it was acknowledged that bad
things happen to good people and good units and unfortunately some innocents are hurt in
war. Actions were immediately taken by the BSO—and supported by the CT force—to culturally address the misstep or perceived misstep. Support provided to the CT force was garnered
through relationships that were built on transparency and humility.
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The CT force commander, drawing on lessons from Iraq, knew the CT force in Afghanistan
needed Afghan partners. To the surprise of many, he quickly retained Afghan senior partners
from the ministry of defense, the ministry of the interior and the Afghan intelligence community and directed that they be allowed to operate within the guarded CT force camp. The
senior partners operated adjacent to the CT joint operations center (JOC) on a 24-hour schedule
as they monitored all missions from summer 2009 forward. Shortly thereafter, the CT force
sought like Afghan partners at the tactical unit (or strike force) level and embarked on one of
the most successful efforts to create a professional and credible partnered force; elements of the
partnered force have been on nearly every objective since 2010.32 When it was suggested that
females be included with the strike forces to more properly address Afghan females on objectives, the CT force embraced the idea and sought U.S. Army Special Operations Command’s
assistance in developing what became known as Cultural Support Teams.33 In comparatively
short order, well-trained U.S. military females were on objectives with the strike forces to properly address Afghan cultural concerns.
The CT force is the nation’s most resourced military force. Its strength is its people. Over
time, “its people” included a network of people from the interagency to the most conventional BSO, to include coalition BSOs.34 The CT force benefitted from transparency as the
conventional forces augmented it with aircraft and surveillance platforms—increasing the CT
force capabilities and freedom of action—which in turn allowed more strike forces to precisely
action more targets in the BSO area of operations.
Lessons Gleaned from a Decade of War
There are times and places for the CT force to be and remain very secretive. But as the U.S.
strategy and doctrine lean toward irregular warfare—CT, UW, FID, COIN, SO—future battle
spaces are likely to be shared. The lessons from Iraq, and even more so from Afghanistan, show
that transparency, where possible, creates synergistic effects between the CT force and conventional forces, leading to greater effects for all. Although the following lessons were gleaned in
COIN environments, many are likely applicable to the other irregular warfare environments.
•

Each operating environment is complex and unique. If CT force operations are conducted in the environment they may precede or follow a myriad of special operations
force or conventional force efforts. It is very likely that CT force operations will precede,
overlap and follow conventional force efforts.35 As the operating environment matures or
changes so must CT force operations. With few in the operating environment, CT forces
have more latitude or freedom of action. As more players—Special Forces, conventional
forces, multinational forces, United Nations forces, interagency and others—populate
the operating environment, there is an expectation that coordination, cooperation and,
ideally, complementary and integrated effects will be realized. The first force to detect the
changes in the environment seems obligated to proactively seek to coordinate with others
in an effort to mitigate what may evolve into complicating and distracting issues.

•

Personalities matter. If the first CT personality or the first BSO personality is not ripe
to the idea of transparency and increased effects, seek another personality. A little effort
invested will produce the personality that shares common history and common desire to
strengthen the team and improve the network.

•

Timing matters. When CT forces are committed, there is likely a threat that requires their
attention for some period. The CT force has learned the value of sending liaison officers
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(LNOs) out to brigade combat team, regional command, joint command and theater
command levels. The CT force also understands the need to take in LNOs. BSOs at all
levels should be proactive at engaging the CT force in their battlespace and seeking a
CT force LNO as well as offering an LNO to the CT force. LNO personalities matter and
the CT force is committed to providing the best personality to the task, whether that be
a sergeant, lieutenant, captain, major or colonel. COIN environments require all forces
to work with elements of the host nation amongst the population. Leveraging the BSO
is a means to gain rapid understanding of the population and a means to mitigate issues
within the BSO’s area of operation. The CT force brings incredible resources and precision to an imprecise operating environment. Leveraging the CT force—which may mean
providing the force scarce resources such as aircraft, surveillance platforms or partners—
is sure to pay dividends that exceed initial expectations.
•

Senior-level and credible host nation partners in the construct of a coordination or advisory group—treated as true partners—coupled with well-trained and disciplined host
nation partners at the tactical level (the level that interfaces with the population) increase
freedom of action for conventional forces as well as for the CT force. Building these
credible capabilities requires commander direction and involvement and a credible and
quality investment in resources. Authorities associated with host nation entities must be
understood and leveraged.

•

Partners at every level should improve in competence and confidence on a daily basis.
Additionally, coalition force understanding of and confidence in the partners should
improve daily. This occurs only if credible and continuous investment is made in the
partners and the relationships. At the tactical level, partners must be trained (on common
equipment, maintenance and TTPs—including insertion and extraction techniques),
equipped, fully integrated, routinely showcased to host nation and coalition leaders and
held accountable. Coalition understanding of host nation culture must improve daily;
this is important in countless ways but particularly in reference to religion, diet, family,
pass and leaves, medical treatment, handling of remains in accordance with religious
customs, and respect. The application of the “Golden Rule”—in the absence of particular knowledge, treat others as one would wish his or her parents or grandparents to be
treated—alleviates issues associated with cultural ignorance.

•

Cultural Support Team-like entities were slow to evolve but once developed and
incorporated alleviated concerns and complaints about a number of cultural sensitivities—protecting or increasing freedom of action. The unanticipated benefits of the
interaction of U.S. females with host nation females and adolescents were extensive but
do not warrant elaboration in this forum.

•

The CT force is composed of the United States’ most highly trained and best equipped
servicemembers. Each is prepared to routinely risk his or her life to protect American
citizens, allies and partners. Occasionally, the CT force may need to be reminded that servicemembers living in an irregular warfare environment likely fall into one of the above
categories—citizen, ally or partner—and it is as honorable to protect other servicemembers as it is to protect non-servicemembers from hazards such as internal threats, enemy
IED or indirect fire (IDF) networks, and enemy command and control. Conversely, the
operative word in BSO is “owner”; BSOs should own and control their battlespace and
not rely on others—the CT force—to address routine threats in their battlespace.
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•

The CT force F3EA targeting process is well known to many in the conventional force.
F3EA has been written about in professional journals and discussed as a TTP in a number
of Army professional schools.36 The CT force has the most highly trained subject-matter
experts in the world; they can be leveraged by the BSO for all aspects of the F3EA targeting process. Many targets do not require the CT force but are better executed—with
reduced risk to mission, force and population—with CT force enablers (people or other
assets). The CT force is more likely to pass targets and assets to those BSOs that are
willing and able to execute targets than one might expect. The trust associated with
passing targets and assets is cumulative and built over time. Engagement at LNO and
commander levels will facilitate F3EA-type conversations that should include discussing
CT force and BSO authorities for action.

•

New technologies and additional resources, including enhanced communication, ISR,
analytical tools and analysts, have enhanced the F3EA targeting process.37 Information
sharing within the military—between the CT forces and the conventional forces—has increased, and CT force and conventional force assets and capabilities are routinely brought
to bear on the problem sets and targets facing one force or the other. In short, greater cooperation yields more effective battlefield results. The process consistently demonstrates
that complementing operations are better than unilateral operations conducted by CT or
conventional forces and it is up to all team members to seek (and provide) the greatest
effects possible.38

•

The F3EA targeting process puts a premium on exploitation and analysis.39 The CT force
has unparalleled means to exploit and analyze, but at times conditions may prevent the
CT force from immediately securing and exploiting a target. The BSO may be offered CT
force ISR, lift and fires assets, or conditions may be such that the CT force asks for BSO
assets to secure a specific target in the BSO’s area of operation. BSOs that are able and
willing to secure and/or exploit CT force targets—and possibly share assets—will build
trust and respect and will encourage future cooperation that is likely to pay dividends to
both forces.

•

In a COIN environment, trust—between the BSO and host nation partners, between the
CT force and the BSO, between the BSO and its chain of command, and between the CT
force and its chain of command as well as the partners with whom they coordinate—is
put to the test when there is an issue that requires mitigation. BSOs know the personalities in their area of operations and many in their area of interest. BSOs generally develop
relationships that can be leveraged to mitigate a wide array of issues that arise in complex
COIN environments. When issues arise that require mitigation, the BSO must be willing
to quickly take on the mitigating role—even at high cost—and the CT force must be fast,
accurate and supportive when reporting to the BSO. Failing to fully disclose information
at any juncture can fracture trust and relations across the network. BSOs will be more
likely to assist the CT force that establishes relations prior to mitigation being required.

Conclusion
Although Iraq and Afghanistan are very different theaters, lessons shared between them
opened doors for cooperative initiatives and organizational growth. Iraq was a nearly ideal operational environment with comparatively developed infrastructure, benign terrain, adequately
enabled conventional forces, a more exploitable target set and a very different detention apparatus that housed a culturally different type of detainee. These factors led to a more effective
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and efficient F3EA targeting process. Afghanistan is on the other end of the spectrum—geographically larger, with extreme terrain, limited and underdeveloped infrastructure, weather
challenges, sanctuary that is exploited, a larger fragmented population and target set, limited
detention capacity and a lower density of U.S. troops. These differences make it particularly
remarkable that the lessons of CT, interagency and conventional coordination could be shared
across theaters. The combination of lessons from Iraq and more than ten years of operating
in Afghanistan yields a more capable and efficient CT force moving into a new phase of U.S.
military engagement—irregular warfare.40
The actions of a few insightful leaders may have served as a catalyst to focus strategic guidance on the need for better coordination, cooperation and complementary effects. These same
leaders may have served as a catalyst to implement (and rewrite) joint doctrine as they matured
CT force and interagency efforts from conflicting efforts, through deconflicted efforts, through
coordinated efforts, to cooperative and on to complementary and integrated efforts. Getting to
complementary and integrated efforts required culture changes within many organizations and
agencies. Leaders and commanders with the vision to evolve and enhance their unprecedented
battlefield effects set the tone for all to be better team members and in many cases team leaders,
to trade arrogance for humility and to trade insular notions for inclusive actions, all of which
resulted in a joint force of unmatched capability.
The past decade’s successes in balancing the necessity of protecting secrets with the need
to enable sufficient transparency and share lessons have created more capable team members
and partners and should serve as a standard to maintain and build upon.41 As forces and agencies redeploy, budgets constrict and mission sets evolve, leadership across the network will
be required to maintain and strengthen the networks of networks and enlighten or marginalize
biased or corrosive personalities that threaten complementary and integrated effects and thus
freedom of action.
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Glossary of Acronyms
AFSOC Air Force Special Operations Command
ANSF Afghan National Security Forces
BSO Battlespace Owner
COIN Counterinsurgency
COMISAF Commander, International Security Assistance Force
CT Counterterrorism
CT TF Counterterrorism Task Force
F3EA Find, Fix, Finish, Exploit and Analyze
FID Foreign Internal Defense
FOA Freedom of Action
IDF Indirect Fire
IED Improvised Explosive Device
IO Information Operations
ISAF International Security Assistance Force
ISR Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
IW JOC Irregular Warfare
JOC Joint Operations Center
JSOC Joint Special Operations Command
LNO Liaison Officer
MARSOC Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command
NAVSPECWARCOM Naval Special Warfare Command
SO Stability Operations
SOF Special Operations Forces
TTP Tactics, Techniques and Procedures
USASOC U.S. Army Special Operations Command
USSOCOM United States Special Operations Command
UW Unconventional Warfare
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